Dear researcher,

Open access is getting more and more important at a national and international level. Research financed by the European Commission (Horizon 2020) and in the future NWO (Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research), must be open access available. The Dutch government has set targets for all Dutch universities. In the year 2018, 60 percent of articles published in peer-reviewed journals must be open access available. 100 percent in the year 2024. State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science Sander Dekker will monitor the universities and their open access rates.

The TU/e promotes making research output freely available via the TU/e Repository, also known as green open access. The TU/e Repository is a worldwide freely accessible full-text publication database. There are no costs involved in making your articles open access via the Repository TU/e.

Furthermore, making your publications open access in the TU/e repository will help to raise your online research profile, and in specific cases help you to comply to new research funders open access policies.

To encourage this, the executive board and the deans revised the TU/e open access policy:

**TU/e researchers are required to register and upload the final accepted authors’ full text (post-print) of all peer-reviewed journal articles to the TU/e repository.**

The policy takes effect from April 1\textsuperscript{st} 2015 for all scientific peer-reviewed journal articles. After registration and uploading, your publication will be made automatically open access by the Information Expertise Center from the moment it is legally allowed by the publisher, sometimes after an embargo-period.

Further information about how to make your publications open access at the TU/e: [www.tue.nl/openaccess](http://www.tue.nl/openaccess). Check it regularly for up-to-date information.

If you have any questions, please send an e-mail to: openaccess@tue.nl

Yours sincerely,

Drs. Jeanne Figdor,

Director Information Expertise Center